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ABSTRACT We have developed a new type of opto-acoustic transducer 
utilizing optical evanescent waves for detecting ultrasonic pulse. Contrary to 
the conventional piezoelectric transducer which has resonance characteristics, 
our transducer detects broadband ultrasonic pulse with a small detection point. 
We have measured sound fields of 3.5 MHz ultrasonic pulse propagating in a 
glass. The interference between direct waves and edge waves is discussed. 
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LxA;, Optical glass 
Transducer 
3.5MHz, 4mm radius 
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実験結果
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(1) Laser diameter - 0.1 mm 
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Laser incident position X 
(dimensionles, a : transducer radius) 
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2a 
Laser incident position X 
{dimensionles, a : transducer radius) 
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